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HOUSE-FLIES AND THEIR WAYS AT BENARES. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS." 

DEAR Sm,-I have read with interest Major F. Smith's paper in the 
. last number of the .J ournal, and with your permission would like to make 
a few remarks on it. 

The important point in the paper is his discovery of the fact that 
a certain percentage of house-flies will mature in the single excreta of 
man and his domestic animals, although the dung becomes dry on the 
third day. It seems incredible, however, that the larval should mature 
in three days, seeing that five days is the minimum period; and my 
own impression is that a certain quantity of the dung is carried down 
into the earth either by the muscid larVal themselves or by dung-feeding 
beetles. In this way sufficient moist food would be available for a day or 
two longer, and thus enable the larVal to mature and pupate. Otherwise 
it seems to me that a very large percentage of the maggots must perish 
for want of moist food. Major Smith should have ascertained the exact 
period of the larval stage by keeping them in moist dung under normal 
conditions as to temperature, and he should also have made a control 
experiment by imprisoning the larVal in dry dung. 

In his conclusions there is nothing absolutely new, as Howard C" A 
Contribution to the Study of the Insect Fauna of Human Excrement," 
Proceedings of the Washington Academy of Sciences, vol. ii., pp. 541-604, 
1900) conclusively proved that Musca. domestica breeds in human excreta 
as well as the dung of some domestic animals (horse chiefly). 

I am, &c., 
August 7th, 1907. " ENTOMOLOGIST." 

LOCAL ANALGESIA. 
TO THE EDITOR OF THE "JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS." 

DEAR SIR,-With reference to Professor Barker's paper on Local 
A-nalgesia, published in your issue for August, may I be permitted to 
state that I have used one all-metal syringe for eucaine injections for 
about seven months, and have not found any corrosion of parts. My own 
syringe, which was described in the JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARMY 
MEDICAL OORPS a few months back, still appears in perfect order. 
Several hundred injections· have been given with these two syringes. 
I fail to see any objection to the use of a little sterilised oil for lubrication 
of the piston, any more than there is to its use in sterilising antitoxin 
syringes before injecting antityphoid or other sera. 

It would be interesting to know in how many cases Major M. P. Holt 
has observed a period of considerable neurotic excitement after local 
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